THE TECH

Devising an electric fan which would screw directly into a ceiling socket, as a light bulb.

Equipped lawn rakes with hand levers which would free the teeth from leaves and sticks while raking.

Market an ice-cold concentrate that may be mixed with cold water to produce a drink.

"Make a better mousetrap" by impregnating it with scents so attractive to mice that the baiting will be unnecessary.

When licensing firearms, provide for firing a sample shot and recording the markings on the bullets. Appoint a committee to determine whether certification of criminals would thus be facilitated when the only evidence is a discharged bullet.

Invent an erasing device for typewriters.

"Five and ten" have taken another market.

The public is ready to grab the gadget.

Why don't college brains grab the opportunity?

From the "Syracuse Daily Orange"

Frontiers For Technology

3. Biology and Public Health

Vitamin P, was introduced to the world in the United States this week in what has been described as the most important development ever made in public nutrition. Actually the addition of 0.4 milligrams of thiamin, 8 milligrams of vitamin A and 4 milligrams of thiamin to every pound of "unbated" beer is one of only six steps that the National and its associates have taken to insure a healthier man of tomorrow.

But that the new information they are finding is being applied rapidly to everyday life is important, because it is the most far reaching change in the biological research that is being made to understand the fundamental underpinnings of human life and behavior. It is far from a sine qua non, but you might say, "Why don't college brains grab the opportunity?"

Little Things Count

Crusades are invariably spectacular and incite widespread public attention during the heat of battle, but the greatest majority of the important work of our generation is being done by slow, determined effort. Few permanent accomplishments remain after the fadeout of excitement dies down. Even if the crusades worthwhile objectives are gained by slow, determined effort, they will have been won.
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